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The graphs considered in this paper are undirected, finite, without loops and 
multiply edges. 
A graph G is called e-critical (v-critical) if its diameter is changed after removing 
any edge (any vertex and all edges incidental with it), respectively. These graphs were 
studied in [4], [8], [3]. An a>d-graph is a graph of diameter d ^ 2 and girth at least 
d + 2. An c0d-graph is a graph of diameter d > 2, girth at least d + 3 and minimum 
degree at least two. Obviously, every cod-graph is e-critical, (see [4]) and every cod-graph 
is v-critical, (see [3]). 
Let G be a graph. Then V(G) will denote the vertex set of G, d(G) the diameter of G, 
dG(u, v) the distance between the vertices u, v of G, N(z) the neighbourhood of a vertex z 
of G and | >4 | the cardinality of a set A. Definitions of notions not included here 
can be found in [6]. 
Definition 1. Let G and Q be vertex disjoint graphs and let R be a graph such that 
V(R) = V(G) u V(Q) and G and Q are induced subgraphs of R. Then we say that the 
graph R is a Q-extension of G, or that the graph R is a connection of graphs G and Q 
and the related notation is R = G © Q. 
In the sequel let 91 be a certain class of graphs. Let ̂ P and ® be finite sets of graphs 
not necessarily disjoint. 
Definition 2. We say that a graph G can be constructed from a set ̂ 5 by extensions <5 
if either G ety or there exists a finite sequence of graphs H09 Hl9 ...9Hn-l9 Hn such 
that H0 e^P, Hn = R, H{€% and Hi+1 is a Q-extension of Htfor some graph Q e S , 
where 1 ^ i S n — 1-
Analogously a class of graphs 91 can be constructed from a set Ĵ by extensions ® 
if every graph R e2l can be constructed from P̂ by extensions ®. 
In [5] it is proved that ct)2-graphs and e-critical graphs of diameter d ^ 2 cannost 
be constructed from a set p̂ by extensions S. We shall prove the same results for 
«Vgraphs and cl}d-graphs, where d ^ 3 and for v-critical graphs of diameter d ;> 2. 
We note that many classes of graphs are constructed from a finite set of primitive 
graphs by using finite set of some operations, e.g. [6], [7], [9]. 
Now we describe two constructions of graphs that will be used later. 
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Example 1. Let k = 4, m = 4 be given integers. The following O)2-graph D = 
= D(k, m) is constructed in [5]. The vertex set of D, 
k 
V(D) = {v09vl9 ...,vk}u{ul9u29...9uk_2}^j (jXi9 where Xt = {xil9 xil9 ..., xim}. 
i- 1 
Let us put X0- = Xf — {xl7}, where / = 1, 2, ..., k; y = 1, 2, ..., m. The edge set 
of D is given by setting the neighbourhood to every vertex of D. 
N(v0) = {vl9v29 ...,vk}; 
N(v.) = {v0,u1? w2, ...,ufc_2} u Xi5 for / = 1,2; 
Nvj) = {v0, Uj_2} u Xj9 for j = 3, 4, ..., k; 
k 
N(ut) '{vl9v29vi+2}u \J Xp9 for / = 1,2, . . . ,k - 2; 
P = 3 
P-M + 2 
N(xu) = {vt}u {x2i,x3i9...9xki}9 for i = 1,2, . . . ,m; 
-V(*2*) = { ^ 2 ^ n } ^ U Xji> for / = 1,2, ...,rn; 
j=3 • 
fc-2 . . 
N(xji) = {ty>*i.W ^ 2 i ^ U {UP\I for j = 3, 4, . . . , k ; / = V . . . , m ; 
p = i 
P*j-2 
The sketch of this graph is in Fig. 1. It is clear that D is e-critical graph. The graph D 
is also v-critical one because after deleting the vertex: 
v0 it would be d(v3,v;)>2, for / = 4, 5, . . . ,k; 
v{ it would be d(v0, xtj) > 2, for / = 1, ..., k; j = 1, 2, ..., m; 
w{ it would be d(vi + 2, xrs) > 2, for / = 1, 2, ..., k — 2; 
r = 3 , 4, . . . ,k; r > / + 2; s=l,2, . . . , m ; 
xlt it would be d(x2i> -*ri) > 2> for / = V 2, ...9m; 
r = 3 , . . . ,k; 
• • * • • • ' • 
x2i it would be d(xu> z) > 2, for every z € U Xji9 i = 1,2, ..., m; 
. 1=3 
xri it would be d(vr, xu) > 2, for r = 3, 4, ..., k; 
i = 1,2, . . . ,m; 
Example 2. Let k g 3 be a prime number. We shall construct a regular graph 
C = C(k) of degree k + \9 diameter three and girth six. Thus the graph C will be 
e-critical and v-critical one. The vertex set of C, 
k k • , • • • • • \. 
F ( C ) = Uu F u U l i U J J Z , , where U= {u0, ul9 ..., uk}9 
i = l i = l 
V= {y 0^i , —,A}; ^i = W>*2> • . . ) 4 ) ;
 ZV= {4>2»".,•••>4}v' 
It yields | F(C) | = 2(k2 + k + 1). The edge set of C Is determined; by setting the 
neighbourhood to every vertex: 
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N(u0) = {ut,u2, ...,uk}u {v0}; 
-Vfro) = {vl9v2, ...,vk}u {u0}; 
N(ui) = Xt and N(vf) = Zx, for i = I, 2, ..., k; 
In addition, let r = 1, 2, ..., k; / = 1, 2, ..., k and let the arithmetical operations 
in indices be computed modulo k. Then we put 
N(zl) = K J u ^ x ? , . . . , ^ } , 
1V(Zr
2) = { U 2 } U {*r>
 A'r-M, . . . , x j + k + 1 } . 
Fig. 1 
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Analogically in general form 
N(4) = {vt} u {xl„ x2+(i_i)9 xr
3
+2(i-l), 
N(xl) = {«,} u {z.1, zl 
• * r + ( Л - l ) ( i - l ) } » 
k 
•!)•> z r - 2 ( i - l ) > •••> Z r - ( f c - l ) ( i - l ) } -
This construction is illustrated by the graph C = C(3) in Fig. 2. If k is not a prime 
number, then the graph C(k) contains a 4-angle. From the construction it follows 
that C(k) is a regular graph of degree k + 1. One can verify that the diameter of C(k) 





Example 3. Let d _• 4, m _ 2, k ;> 2 be given integers. Let us put / 
ІІ 
i* Й-
- ( * > 
where [x] is the integer part of x. We construct an co -̂graph B = 
i - i 
= B(k, m) as follows: V(B) = {w} u U * , u y ^ u Z , where y, = {xl,}Ui, Z = 
= {-•,}"->, n = U -"'', for Yr,s =' W'JT-'i. r = 1, 2, ..., / - 1. The edge set 
s = l 






% Г м = { ľ ! " 2 , s , 4 
for j = 1,2, ...,fc; 
for / = 2,3, ...,/* - l;f = 1,2, . . . ,*; 
for i = 1, 2, ..., k; 
for i = 1,2, ...,k;y = 1, ...,m; 
for r = 2, ..., / — 2; s = 1, ..., Æ; / = 1, ..., m; 
for / = 1, 2, ..., w; s = 1, 2, ..., fc; 
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If / = 2, then we replace the last three formulas by the following one N(y! Us) = 
= {xr,z.}> for / = l , . . . ,m ; s = l , . . . ,k . N(zt) = {d~
u% for / = 1,2, . . . ,m. 
This construction is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
One can verify that the diameter of B is equal to d and the girth of B is equal to 2d 
for d even and 2d — 2 for d odd. The graph B is an cod-graph because its minimum 
degree is two and its girth is at least d + 3. Thus B is also co^-graph, e-critical and 
v-critical graph. 
Now we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let ^}, S be finite sets of graphs. Let d be an integer. Then the class 
of e-critical graphs of diameter d _ 2, v-criticai graphs of diameter d = 2, cod-graphs 
for d= 2 and cod-graphs, for d^ 3 cannot be constructed from the set
 s$ by 
extensions S. 
Proof. Let N be an integer greater than the number of vertices of any graph of 
the sets ty and S. 
1. Let d = 2. The assertion of Theorem 1 can be proved quite analogously as 
in [5] by using v-critical graphs D(k, m) for k, m > N + 2. We do not repeat it for 
the briefness. 
2. Let d = 3 and let k be a prime number greater thafn N. We prove that co3-graph 
C(k) cannot be constructed from S$ by extensions S. Then the class of co3-graphs 
cannot be constructed from any set ty by some extensions S, since there exist an% 
infinite number of prime numbers k > N. 
If a graph C = C(k) can be constructed from^S by extensions S, then C = G © Q, 
where either Ge^, QeSorQeS and G is an co3-graph. The case G e ^3, Q e S 
never occurs since | V(C) | > 2N. Therefore the second case occurs. If a vertex u 
of C(k) belong to Q, then at most one vertex of the set N(w) belongs to G, since 
d(x, y) > 3 for every x, y e N(u) in the graph G — u. (This fact follows from the 
construction of C.) So the graph Q contains at least 1 + (| N(u) | — 1) vertices, 
which is impossible as | N(u) | = k + 1 > N > | V(Q) j . Thus co3-graphs cannot be 
constructed from 3̂ by extensions S. The mentioned proof also proves the same 
assertion for co3-graphs, e-critical and v-critical graphs of diameter 3, since we used 
only the properties of C(k) diameter. 
3. Let d = 4 and let k, m > N + 2. The cod-graph B(k, m) is not a connection 
G © Q, where G e *P, Q e S because | V(B) | > 2N. Let B = G © Q, where G is an 
cod-graph and Q e S. 
If w e V(Q), then at least | X1 | — 1 = k — 1 vertices would belong to V(Q) since 
d(x, y) > d for every x, y e N(w) = X1 in the graph B — w. This contradicts the fact 
| V(Q) | < N < k - 2. Therefore w e V(G) is valid. 
The vertex x^ e V(G), where 1 ^ / ^ /*, 1 ^ s ^ k, because in the reverse case 
there would be dG(w, z) > d for every ze Y
l~Us and so the set Y1'1^ belongs to 
V(Q) which is in contradiction with | V(Q) | < N. 
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The vertex tf- e V(G), where I £ r £ I - 1,1 £ s £ k, I Zj £ m since in the 
:verse case there would be datf, y'f *") > d for i * s, i = \,2, ..., k and hence reverse case mere would be do\x 
the set {ylj~lfS}-={ belongs to V(Qh which is impossible. 
ІФS 
Finally, we have zt e V(G) for 1 ^ i % m since in the reverse case there would 
be dG(y
lrUr,y\'Us) > d for r ^ s, 1 ^ r, s ^ k. Thus the graph B(k, w) = G 
and then the graphs B(k, m) for k, m > N + 2 cannot be constructed from "tp by 
extensions ®. Hence the class of (Digraphs, d ^ 4 cannot be constructed from ty 
by extensions 8 . This proof also proves the same assertion for a>d-graphs, e-critical 
and v-critical graphs of diameter d ^ 4, since we used the property of diameter of B 
only. This completes the proof. 
The Moore graphs can be defined as a graph of diameter d ^ 2 and girth 2d + 1, 
see [1]. So the Moore graphs of diameter two are co2-graphs. Three such graphs are 
known and the existence of Moore graphs of diameter two and degree 57 is possible. 
The existence of regular graphs of diameter d ^ 2 and girth 2d is studied in [2]. 
We only note that the next corollary follows from second part of the above proof. 
Corollary 1. Let s$ and S be finite sets of graphs. Then the regular graphs of 
diameter three and of girth six cannot be constructed from the set ty by extensions S. 
For constructive description of discussed classes of graphs it is necessary to study 
other type of operations, too. 
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